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 FC3 is designed to make a much more dynamic, interactive gameplay experience, befitting a modern, online, combat flight simulator. Improvements over FC2 include more advanced graphics, a new and deeper flight model, and new online features. While FC3 was a standalone product, it can still be enjoyed separately, with separate high-end-quality graphics and a fully featured online combat flight
simulator. FC3 is also available as a free-to-play app in the iOS and Android App Stores. Features The new and more dynamic multiplayer and single player experience The game offers the opportunity to play in multiple player modes including Team Deathmatch, 1v1, 2v2, 3v3, and Free for All, in a variety of game modes, as well as to create your own game mode by scripting them. Some of the

features of the Flaming Cliffs 2 engine include: New plane and gun models Smooth and realistic flight dynamics Improved collision detection Better physics modeling Improved game logic New high-quality single player missions New and highly detailed online gameplay modes Pilot’s visibility indicators on the HUD and screen AI that improves with higher difficulty New custom modes New airfield
Accurate time of day and night Animated movement during runways closures Full network play 12 player campaign mode with over 20 missions 8-player 2on2 mode Configurable custom matchmaking Includes planes and weapons from Flaming Cliffs 2 FC3 Flight Model The Flaming Cliffs 3 flight model has been completely reworked for FC3. The flight model is based on the Microsoft Flight

Simulator X software. Flaming Cliffs 3 provides the most realistic flight simulation experience available on the market. The game features fully dynamic flight models, realistic acceleration and deceleration, enhanced throttle/brake control, a two-player cockpit view, player indicators, fully animated pilot view, planes view and mission details. FC3 Flight Engine The Flaming Cliffs 3 engine is based on
the Microsoft Flight Simulator X software. The engine has been rewritten, allowing for more realistic and smoother gameplay than Flaming Cliffs 2. The flight engine features realistic acceleration and deceleration, enhanced throttle/brake control, a two-player cockpit view, player indicators, fully animated pilot view, planes view and mission details. 82157476af
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